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GlobalX and Worldox partnership delivers new efficiencies
Australian legal workflow and online information provider GlobalX has announced a new integration
partner – leading Document Management System Worldox.
The new partnership provides seamless integration between the GlobalX Search Platform and Open
Practice system with Worldox.
The partnership means thousands of legal, financial services and in-house legal professionals will have a
highly collaborative integration, delivering significant efficiencies throughout the life of a matter.
GlobalX Chief executive Peter Maloney said the integration offers GlobalX clients using Worldox a
streamlined user experience that saves time and money and eliminates room for error.
“Professionals using GlobalX Search, Open Practice and Worldox can enjoy the integration at no cost,
providing access to the most comprehensive range of regulatory information to be ordered within
seconds,” Mr Maloney said.
“All documents are delivered in real time straight to the Worldox Document Management System.”
“With more than 25 years’ international industry experience in 52 countries, it’s undeniable that
Worldox offers GlobalX Search and Open Practice customers a high standard of document management
functionality.”
Mr Maloney said the integration would significantly minimise human error as document delivery went
straight to the Worldox system.
“This partnership with Worldox is just part of GlobalX’s ongoing commitment to streamlining processes
for clients and creating the best possible, cost-effective and user-friendly experience, the best way we
can do this is to work directly with collaborative solution providers, such as Matrix Solutions, which
ensures a highly secure and enduring technical solution.” he said.
The partnership with Matrix Solutions – Australia’s leading Worldox implementation partner – brings to
market Worldox’s leading Document Management system, GX4, with GlobalX Search and Open Practice.
Matrix Solutions’ Managing Director Anthony Ridley-Smith said the integration offers an exciting
opportunity for Worldox and GlobalX’s mutual clients.
“We are always looking for new ways to deliver a return on investment for clients, and this partnership
with GlobalX will deliver increased benefits to our customers,” Mr Ridley-Smith said.
Worldox integration with GlobalX Search and Open Practice is available now. To learn more, visit the
contact us page on globalx.com.au.
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About GlobalX
GlobalX (globalx.com.au) is the market leading provider of integrated and innovative online information and workflow solutions
that advance productivity and effectiveness for legal and conveyancing practitioners across Australia. GlobalX combines industry
experience, national presence and innovative technology to deliver accurate, trusted and critical information to the legal,
conveyancing and business communities. Each day, through online information, practice management software (Open Practice),
conveyancing workflow software (Matter Centre) and conveyancing and legal support services, they make it easier for law firms
and conveyancers to access the right information, in the right format at the right time. With operations in Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane, Gold Coast, Perth and Adelaide - GlobalX offers a truly national service offering. GlobalX is the first provider with PEXA
integration, enabling the technology giant to deliver a hybrid of electronic and manual property transactions to thousands of
lawyers and conveyancers across Australia.
For further information about GlobalX, visit www.globalx.com.au

About Worldox
Since 1988, World Software Corporation has set the standard in the evolving field of document management software, delivering
the most reliable, full-featured, cost-effective, and easy-to-use systems available. More than 6,000 organizations in 52 countries
rely on Worldox: an extraordinarily large, diverse, and committed installed base of customers.
For further information about Worldox, visit www.worldox.com

Law firms, financial services companies, corporate legal- departments,
ENDS - and many other organizations rely on Worldox

For media inquiries, including to arrange an interview with one of the executive team contact:
Bo Daly

M: +61 (0)478 849 728
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